
SolderM8 is an Electricians best Mate 
An amazing little gadget created by an Electrician for Electricians. It makes soldering LED strip lights so easy even your most 
inexperienced apprentice will conquer the skill in no time. You can now provide a high quality, durable finish on full lengths of LED 
strips in a fraction of the time – it will cut your costs and up your profits.  For these reasons SolderM8 is now fast becoming an 
essential in every professional Electrician’s toolbox. 

What it Does  
The magical underside sticks to flat or 
textured surfaces at every angle, even 
upside down. Insert the wires and it holds 
them in place firmly while you dab on solder 
and hey-presto the job is done and you 
move on to the next joint quickly, cleanly and 
easily. 

Secure any circuit breaker in the ON Position with ease!
Breaker Lok
- Universal lock fits most breakers & standard toggle switches.
- Set screw and rigid leg prevents lock from slipping off breaker.
- Reusable & corrosion resistant.

Part# 75000 - 5 Pack

What is Trunktie?
Trunkties are a simple solution designed to hold, hang, or tag things in 
position relative to an unpopulated port. Their most common use is to hold 
tags for identifying network ports, but our customers have found countless 
creative applications for their use.

How it works
Trunkties plug into an unused port, providing a flexible cable that secures
into a multipurpose loop. That's all, it's that simple. Part # 75065 (Pack of 25)

Part #SM802

Stop hurting your hands and wrists.

Stop breaking expensive fish tape.

Pull rope and fish tape the smart way with the Ropematic.
The Ropematic has a durable latch that grabs rope or fish tape when you are pulling down. As you pull back up, the latch 

loosens and easily slides up the rope or fish tape. You can then pull down again and the Ropematic will grab the rope or fish 
tape, pulling it down.

A NEW SOLUTION FOR INSTALLING GROUND CLAMPS
Grounding clamps are used to ensure complete discharge of electricity while servicing or maintenance of electrical power systems 
in substations. There are many varieties of clamps manufactured by different companies, each with different fastening 
configurations such as an eye-bolt or a T-handle. Technicians use screwdrivers or channel lock pliers to tighten the grounding 
clamps. This sometimes produces a poor contact on the bus because of lack of accessibility. The Puck, when used with a standard 
1/2 inch drive socket, provides the proper leverage in limited visibility or access areas, ensuring a proper contact on the bus.  

Benefits:
- Allows ground clamps to be quickly, easily, and more       
  securely installed in hard-to-get-to places versus the       
  screwdrivers or channel-lock pliers that are currently used
- Lightweight and durable
- Allows the user to see where they need to line up
- One tool can be used with multiple         
  manufacturers’equipment, mutiple types (eyes and Ts)    
  and multiple sizes
- Works with existing industry-standard equipment that       
  will be in use for generations to come
- Provides proper leverage on short  T-handles

Part# 40950

Part #42400
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